In the name I AM THAT I AM, my beloved Holy Christ/Buddha Self and Holy Christ/Buddha Selves of all lightbearers throughout cosmos, I accept:

- The multiplication of the violet fire by the power of the three-times-three, the five-times-five and the power of ten squared.

- The multiplication of this violet fire by the dispensations of Omri-Tas, Saint Germain, Ra-Mu and the 144,000 priests and priestesses of the sacred fire from the Violet Planet. I accept the multiplication by the power of the ten-thousand-times-ten-thousand and the ten-million-times-ten-million, maximized by beloved Maximus and Progeneta from out the Great Central Sun.

- The Maltese Cross formation over myself, my home, my state and my nation, filled in with violet fire by the priests and priestesses of the Order of Melchizedek and the Order of Zadkiel.

- Beloved Saint Germain’s dispensation infusing his aura with my aura and multiplying it by a figure beyond telling.

- Beloved Arcturus’ dispensation multiplying the violet-fire action of light every time I give his prayer nine times.

- The Great Central Sun Magnet, supercharged with the violet fire, blazing forth in answer to my call.

- The amplification of the violet-fire reservoir over central Europe and the violet-fire sea in the Earth.

- The violet-fire spheres of Omri-Tas and violet-fire missiles of Lord Zadkiel descending into the hotspots around the world, transmuting all karmic records there.
The reactivation of the violet-ray generator placed in the Gallatin Valley by Elohim. Violet fire now floods throughout that valley, our nation and the entire Western Hemisphere.

Saint Germain’s dispensation of the permanent God-magnet within my soul, in the shape of a six-pointed star in seven dimensions of my being, retrieving certain soul parts from various corners of the globe. I see this cosmic talisman deep within the Earth body as it simultaneously magnetizes cosmic light rays from far-off worlds, stabilizes the seventh-ray action of light within the Earth body and manifests God-freedom throughout the Earth.

Omri-Tas, anoint me as a violet-fire candle as I remain lit all the days of my life. Kuan Yin, I accept your Electronic Presence of mercy flame over me. Charge the entire planet with mercy!

Om Mani Padme Hum    AUM